
 
 
  

 
Chamley Pipe & Salvage       Two Bit Rentals 
PO Box 2537        Phone 701-774-2248  
Williston ND 58802                  Fax 701-774-2247 

     
    Email: dispatch@chamleypipe.com  

 
 

Pricing 
 
 $150.00 Trucking per hour  
 $100.00  Rent per month roll off containers  
 $  25.00  Rent per day trash trailers  
 $750.00  Rent per month compactors  
 $  49.50  Per ton MSW disposal (subject to recycle fee and/or change by WLF) 
 $  30.00  Per ton construction/wood/Inert disposal  
 $200.00  Per ton oilfield trash  
 $250.00  Metal/trash sorting fee  
 $200.00  Per ton poly pipe/ thread protector recycling  
 $180.00  Per ton tire disposal 
 $100.00  Filter sock charge per container  
 $  85.00  Per yard pit liner disposal 
 $150.00  Per hour Tenorm Sorting charges   
 $200.00  Per yard Tenorm transportation 
 $110.00  Per yard Tenorm disposal   
 
 
Services we provide: 
 

 Delivery, exchange and removal of roll off container.   
 Sorting of oilfield containers for our customers to prevent a $10,000.00 fine from the landfill for  
 hazardous or tenorm impacted materials 
 Tenorm transport and disposal services 
 Recycling of poly pipe and thread protectors  
 Recycling of metal  
 Disposal of tires  

 
 

Trucking  
 
 Trucking is charged round trip from our yard and back to our  yard for delivery/exchange/finish. 
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Conditions 
 Metal is not allowed in garbage containers.  This will result in a sorting fee.  
 Garbage is not allowed in recyclable containers.  This will result in a sorting fee. 
 All roll off container contents must be contained within the receptacle and not loaded over 13 

tons of material for legal transport. **If not legal for transport an additional tub will be 
dropped, customer will be responsible for transferring   material overage into additional  

 container and additional trucking charges at the normal trucking rate will be assessed.   
 If containers are not accessible, blocked, or not transportable, a dead call charge will be  
 assessed hourly trucking.  
 Absolutely no hazardous materials allowed in bins, if special waste facility is utilized all  
 charges are passed on to customer.   
 All new customers are required to put a credit card on file for payment or a  deposit equal to 

trucking costs of delivery and final pick up.  
 
Container Sizes: 

10 yard, 20 yard and 30 yard open top roll off container  
20 yard lidded (hold 27.7 yards of material) roll off containers  
20yd trash trailers *bumper hitch for easy self-transporting from site to site 
30yd compactors 

 
Radioactive waste  
 If any radioactive waste is detected in trash bins, the material is sorted, hot items removed and 
 disposed of at a licensed facility.  
 All hot scrap metal tubs will be sorted, no credit given for the metal.    
 Tenorm transportation/disposal charges apply. 
 
 
 Rental terms agreed to _____________________________, 20____  
 
 Print : _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 Signature:_________________________________________________________________  


